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500 places to see before you die English Level: B1
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Answer the questions about the film about
endangered places. Do not use more than four
words.

1. What places are excluded from the list? 
2. What is the name of the Antarctic penguins? 
3. What is one problem with the Alps?
4. Where are the Galapagos Islands?
5. Why do people come to the Maldives? Name

two reasons
6. What is the nickname for Madagascar? 
7. What is happening to Venice? 
8. What are the border countries of the Dead

Sea? 
9. Where is the Great Barrier Reef located?
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500 PLACES TO SEE BEFORE THEY DIE…VIDEO COMPREHENSION 

Galapagos Islands

Maldives

Venice, Italy

Work in groups of three: look at the pictures and
describe them to your partners. What do they
have in common?
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In your groups of three: prepare a short
presentation

Find an endangered place that is on the list
of 500 places to see before they die.
Prepare a 5 minute presentation
Study presentation language
Present your findings as a group
presentation
Share your presentation online
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video source:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=s-3wYiVTvus

https://www.tutory.de/worksheet/Video%20Source:%20https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-3wYiVTvus
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Answers:
1. man-made landmarks
2. emperor penguins
3. receding glaciers, decreased snowfall
4. in the pacific ocean
5. marine life, incomparable beaches, views
6. Noah's arc
7. the sea level is increasing --> floods; it is sinking
8. Jordan and Israel
9. off Australia's coast


